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ABSTRACT 
The abstract of the thesis of Volker Schmid for the Master of Science in Physics 
presented September 30, 1996. 
Title: Design of a Two-Chamber-N02-Fluorescence-Cell 
Nitrogen oxides control the photochemical production of ozone 03 in the 
lower atmosphere and influence the concentration of the hydroxyl radical HO in the 
troposphere. As an important member of the nitrogen oxide family, N02 plays a 
significant role in serving as the only known source of ozone (through photolysis) in 
the lower atmosphere and as sink for HO via formation of nitric acid. Therefore, 
accurate measurements of nitrogen dioxide are essential for the understanding of the 
processes that determine the distribution of tropospheric ozone and for assessing the 
impact of human activity on the troposphere. 
Although reliable and sensitive techniques for the direct measurement of nitric 
oxide NO have been developed, these results could not be fully applied to direct N02 
measurements. The purpose of the present study was to further develop a low 
pressure laser-excited fluorescence technique for measuring N02 by introducing the 
idea of a Two-Chamber-Fluorescence-Cell. Theoretical considerations of the 
performance of such a cell and the flow regime within the cell were done in order to 
assess the optimum cell design and the conditions for optimum operation. 
Measurements on a provided two-chambered test cell were done to verify the 
theoretical predictions made. This test cell has been explored with a Nd:Y AG pumped 
dye laser (100mW@564nm, 30Hz) and a supplied N02 concentration of lOOppm. 
The theoretical results suggest that the concept of a Two-Chamber-N02-
Fluorescence-Cell yields an improved sensitivity compared to present direct 
techniques for measuring N02 In addition, experimental results give a better 
understanding of how to realize the initial idea of an operating Two-Chamber-N02-
Fluorescence-Cell. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Several studies have shown that nitrogen oxides play an important role in 
tropospheric chemistry. NOx (=NO+N02) compounds control the photochemical 
production of ozone 0 3 and influence the concentration of the hydroxyl radical HO in 
the troposphere. 
The crucial importance of the hydroxyl radical lies in its responsibility for the 
removal of a variety of atmospheric species and therefore in a prevention of large 
accumulations of hydrocarbons and most trace gases in the atmosphere. HO is a 
fragment of the very stable water molecule to which it tends to revert by abstracting a 
hydrogen atom from its reaction partner. 
The removal of organic compounds is initiated by the oxidation with HO as 
follows: 
RH+ HO---> R + H10. (RI) 
R includes any organic fragment consisting of carbon, hydrogen and other atoms such 
as 0, N, etc.. Further reactions of the oxidized hydrocarbons involving increased 
aqueous solubility lead either to a rapid scavenging from the atmosphere by wet or 
2 
dry deposition, or to a complete oxidation to C02. Nitric acid HN03 and sulfuric acid 
H2S04, formed by reaction of HO with NOx, H2S and S02 respectively, are major 
components of acid precipitation, which has been given credit for the widely spread 
Waldsterben in Europe, a dramatic decline of forest. 
Tropospheric Ozone is of fundamental importance because of its role in the 
generation of the hydroxyl radical, which assures the present composition of our 
atmosphere. 
03 + hv (/... :::;3 IOnm) ---> 0(1D) + 02 
0(1D) + H20 ---> 2HO 
(R2) 
(R3) 
Ozone is also reacting with alkenes producing aldehydes, ketones, and acids, as well 
as inorganics such as CO, C02, and H20. Due to phytotoxic and poisonous properties 
of Ozone, elevated Ozone levels cause damage to human and vegetative health. 
By controlling the concentration of these important photochemical oxidants, 
increasing anthropogenic emissions of NOx could affect the balance of the 
atmosphere. It becomes clear that accurate knowledge of NOx distribution in the 
troposphere is essential for the understanding of the processes that determine the 
distribution of tropospheric ozone. 
Direct measurement techniques of NO have already been achieved, which are 
reliable for low NO concentrations. In addition, a lot of effort has been done to 
extend those results on direct N02 measurements. Still, direct measurement 
3 
techniques for low concentrations of N02 lack on reliability and remain a field of 
study. 
SOURCES OF NITROGEN DIOXIDES 
Nitrogen oxides are released into the atmosphere both naturally and by 
anthropogenic emission. Major sources of NOx in the troposphere appear to be fossil-
fuel combustion, lightning, biomass burning, oxidation of ammonia, microbial 
processes in soils, input from the stratosphere and input of NOx by stratospheric 
aircrafts . 
Nitric oxide is produced by high temperature chemical processes during 
combustion of fossil fuels, from nitrogen present in fuel and from oxidation of 
nitrogen in the air. Smaller amounts of N02 are produced by the further oxidation of 
NO. Trace amounts of other species such as HN03 are also formed. The fraction of 
the total NOx which is emitted as NO is often assumed to be greater than 90% 
[Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 1986]. 
Biomass burning is mostly associated with land clearance for agriculture in the 
tropics and burning of savannas, with smaller contributions from the use of wood as a 
fuel and from forest wild fires [Logan, 1983]. It contributes to anthropogenic as well 
as to natural emissions. Table 1 shows the estimated annual global anthropogenic 
emissions of NOx. 
Table 1. Estimated Annual Global Anthropogenic Emissions of NOx 
Source Category 
Fossil fuel combustion 
Biomass buming_b 
TOTAL 
Source: Logan, 1983. 
"Expressed as N02 
Emissions• 
(106 metric tons per year) 
69 
39 
108 
b Includes both controlled (e.g. land clearance) and uncontrolled (e.g. forest wild fires) burning. 
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Another source of fixed nitrogen is lightning discharge, which provides 
together with microbial activity in soils the largest natural sources for NOx, although 
the amount of their contribution has been a topic of controversy. 
Stratospheric injection of nitrogen oxides is possible due to their production in 
the stratosphere by reaction of 0( 1D) with nitrous oxide N20, which is emitted via 
microbial processes in soil and natural waters. N20 does not contribute to 
photochemistry in the troposphere by direct photolysis and is chemically inactive 
there, but it plays an important role in controlling stratospheric ozone concentrations 
and is recognized as a chemically and radiatively active greenhouse gas [US 
EPA,1994]. 
Input of NOx by stratospheric aircrafts is estimated to contribute an amount 
comparable to the injection from the stratosphere and has only a small effect on ozone 
concentrations in the troposphere [Crutzen and Gidel, 1983]. Remaining sources of 
NOx are oxidation of ammonia in the atmosphere, emissions due to volcanic eruptions 
and contributions from the world's oceans. Contribution from NOx due to volcanic 
eruptions and input from the oceans are assumed to be rather small. Major natural 
sources ofNOx and estimated emissions are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Major Natural sources ofNOx and Estimated Emissions" 
Emissions" 
( 106 metric tons per year) 
Stedman and Shetter Logan 
Source (1983) (1983) 
Lightning 10 10 
Stratospheric injection 3 2 
Ammonia oxidation 3 3-33 
Biomass bumingb 16 39 
Soil emission 33 26 
TOTAL 65 96-126 
•Expressed as N02. 
b Includes both controlled (e.g. land clearance) and uncontrolled (e.g. forest wild fires) burning. 
CHEMISTRY OF THE TROPOSPHERE 
Nitrogen oxides are emitted primarily in the troposphere in the form of nitric 
oxide. NO reacts with ozone to form nitrogen dioxide. Solar radiation dissociates the 
formerly formed N02 and the released oxygen atom can react with 0 2 regenerating 
ozone. 
NO + 03 ---> N02 + 02 (R4) 
N02 + hv --->NO+ 0 (R5) 
0 + 02 + M ---> 03 + M (R6) 
These three rapid reactions are known as the 0 3-NO-N02 photostationary 
state. However the three reactions shown above do not result in a net production of 
ozone. The nullcycle of the photostationary state above could be altered by the 
occurrence of significant side reactions which can lead to a loss or production of 
ozone [Calvert and Stockwell, 1983). 
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The possible conversion of nitric oxide to N02 by reaction with hydroperoxyl 
and the organic peroxy radical (reaction R8 and R9) could bypass the ozone 
consumption reaction R4. This enables nitric oxide to be oxidized to nitrogen dioxide 
without destroying ozone. 
R + 0 2 + M ---> R02 + M (R7) 
R02 + NO ---> N02 + RO (R8) 
H02 + NO ---> N02 + OH (R9) 
Therefore sufficiently high sources of NOx (above -3 Op pt [Logan, 1983]) are able to 
generate enhanced ozone concentrations in the troposphere. Reaction R9 also plays 
an important role in the chemistry of the hydroxyl radical by converting H02 into HO. 
(Nitric oxide) 
--->-...._~hv 
0 2 0(3P) 
" NO 0 3 O N02 (Nitrogen dioxide) ·2 ~~~----oxidation of 
Possible NO by 0 3 
alternative 
H02 • oxidants OH • 
for NO 
RO • OR· 2 
Figure 1. The NOx-ozone cycle. The cycle is driven by sunlight; brown-colored nitrogen dioxide gas 
(N02) absorbs a photon and is dissociated into nitric oxide (NO) and a highly reactive 
oxygen atom, which combines with an oxygen molecule to form ozone (03). The ozone can 
be reduced back to 02 by reaction with nitric oxide. 03 cannot exceed the amount of 
nitrogen oxides in the air unless an alternative means of regenerating N02 exist: this can 
be provided by free radicals such as H02 or R02 in hydrocarbon-contaminated air 
[Hemond and Fechner. 1994). 
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Another considerable contribution of NOx to generation of ozone occurs due 
to its role as a catalyst in ozone-producing reaction cycles in the troposphere. Such 
reaction cycles clearly occur during photochemical smog episodes, but they should 
also take place in the background troposphere during .the oxidation of CO, CH.i, and 
nonrnethan hydrocarbons, if sufficient NO is present [Crutzen and Gide!, 1983]. 
The removal of nitrogen oxides takes place by their conversion to nitric acid. 
HO + N02 + M ---> HN03 + M (RIO) 
By means of its high solubility in water, rainout (wet deposition) or surface (or dry) 
deposition of HN03 are the most important removal processes of NOx in the 
troposphere. Due to these processes the lifetime of NOx varies in a range of hours to 
a couple of days [Logan, 1983]. Surface removal of HN03 and N02 dominates 
removal by precipitation in the vicinity of sources. However, when averaged globally 
surface removal seems to compete in magnitude with wet deposition of nitrate. 
Surface deposition ofN02 (and to a lesser extent of NO) leads also to loss ofNOx in 
the troposphere. A simplified nitrogen oxide reaction scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. 
An important influence on NOx levels in the remote troposphere is long range 
transport of bound nitrogen from polluted or source areas. Organic nitrates have been 
recognized to serve as temporary reservoir of nitrogen oxides. 
R02 + NO ---> RON02 
R02 + N02 ---> ROON02 
(RI 1) 
(Rl2) 
E~ 
AUCY\. 
NITRITE 
RONO 
•1'•1 l+ .. o 
PER<llCTALKYL 
NITllATE 
ALKYL 
NITRATE 
H02N02 
PEROXYNITRIC 
ACll> 
l'EROXYACETYL 
NITRATE 
N03 
+NH1I IT 
NH4N03 
Figure 2. Simplified nitrogen oxide reaction scheme [Seinfeld, 1986). 
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Of special interest among the organic nitrate is peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), 
the most important organic nitrate in tropospheric chemistry. Also of significant 
importance is peroxypropionyl (PPN) which is produced in ambient air but at lesser 
concentrations than PAN. Nitrogen oxides present in the form of PAN can be as 
much or more abundant than the inorganic form [Singh et al., 1985]. Photolysis of 
PAN appears to be negligible compared to thermal decomposition, and its lifetime 
with respect to photolysis in the troposphere ranges from 5 5-193 days [Finlayson-Pitt 
and Pitt, 1986]. Therefore PAN is a significant reservoir for NOy (= NOx + HN02 + 
HN03 + H02N02 + N03 + N20s +PAN+ particulate nitrates) in urban areas as well 
as in the middle and upper troposphere, where acetylperoxy radicals may be available 
through the decomposition of C2H6 and C3H8 [Logan, 1983]. PAN is toxic and 
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irritating, capable of causing health effects and damage to materials. Peroxynitric acid 
(H02N02) can serve as reservoir for N02 at low temperatures, reaction R 14 . 
Temporary reservoir species NOy can release NO or N02 via reactions R 13 -
R 17, and provide by this means the generation of tropospheric ozone via photolysis 
of N02. This leads to ozone formation in regions remote from NOx sources. 
R02N02 ---> R02 + N02 (R13) 
H02N02 ---> H02 + N02 (R14) 
N20s + hv ---> N02 + N03 (RlS) 
N03 + hv ---> N02 + 0 (R16) 
N03 + hv ---> NO + 02 (R17) 
Due to the significant anthropogenic influence on the tropospheric sources of 
NOx and a possible long range transport of NOx to remote areas, increasing 
tropospheric ozone levels are conceivable. 
FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
One possible method to monitor atmospheric N02 is to take advantage of 
certain features of its fluorescence. The fluorescence spectrum of nitrogen dioxide is 
very complex and has withstood its full analysis. It consists of sharp bands 
superimposed on an apparent continuum. 
Ab initio calculations predict four electronic states, 2 A1, 
2B2, 
2B 1 and 
2 A2 
which can all interact with each other and contribute to the spectrum in the visible 
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region. Figure 3 shows electronic energy as a function of bond angle for the low-lying 
electronic states ofN02. 
6 
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Figure 3. N02 energy level diagram. [Gillespie et al.. 1975) 
High-lying vibronic levels of the 2 A1 ground state are mixed with vibronic 
levels of the excited electronic states, causing perturbations of these states and or 
formation of mixed states. The perturbed 2B2 state has been found to be responsible 
for the most of the intensity emitted in the visible and near infrared region of the 
spectrum. Another contribution has been suggested to come from the 2B 1 state. 
The sharp banded structure in the visible spectra of N02 has been predicted 
and shown to originate from the two major band systems in this region: the 2B2 -
2 A1 
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and 2B 1 -
2 A1 system. The continuum of N02 fluorescence has been a field of intense 
study and controversy. It has been believed that this quasicontinuum arises from 
overlapping vibronic bands in high density, due to vibronic coupling between the 
electronic states, and mixing and perturbation of those states causing deterioration of 
selection rules and forbidden transitions. A histogram of the vibronic band origins in 
the spectral range from 14879.8cm·1 to 17518.lcm-1 with corresponding band 
intensities can be seen in Figure 4. 
INTEGRATED LEVEL DENSITY 
t.07 
N(E) 
0 ""==='---.f--~~ .......... ~~~~~~~--' 
::I 
c 
>-
I-
(/) 
z 
w 
1-
z 
14 879.8 
Figure 4. a) Integrated level density 
2L. 565 
v [cm-11 17 518.1 
b) Histogram ofvibronic band origins in the spectral range from 14879.8cm·1 to 
17518. lcm-1 with the corresponding band intensities [Persch et al.. 1988). 
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Another still not fully resolved anomaly of N02 fluorescence is that the 
perturbed upper electronic states exhibit fluorescence lifetimes more than two orders 
of magnitude longer than the values calculated from their integrated absorption 
coefficient. This anomaly has been explained in terms of the complex processes 
mentioned above, but still remains a field of study. 
MEASURING TECHNIQUES FOR NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
In order to monitor low concentrations of N02, several measurement 
techniques have been accomplished and have been a field of extensive research. 
Detection of N02 is possible by using direct and indirect methods. Techniques based 
on NO determination have been generally used for indirect measurement techniques. 
N02 is converted to NO by photolytic, thermal or chemical techniques. The detection 
of NO is realized by monitoring the chemiluminescence from electronically excited 
N02 formed by reaction of nitric oxide with ozone [Kley and Mc.Fahrland, 1980]. 
Although very sensitive and accurate, nitric oxide chemiluminescence (NO-CL) 
suffers from interference of certain tropospheric nitrogen species. This interference 
occurs mainly in highly polluted locations [Fehsenfeld et al., 1990]. Another source of 
uncertainty is the conversion of N02 into NO, since other members of the NOy family 
get converted as well. 
Another technique for measuring low concentrations of N02 is provided by 
the Two-Photon Laser-Induced Fluorescence methology (TP-LIF) is [Bradshaw et 
13 
al., 1985]. Recent measurements were accomplished by photofragmentation of N02 
via a laser and following quantitative detection of the NO fragment by using the TP-
LIF [Sandholm et al., 1990]. 
Various direct measurements of N02 have been developed, e.g. the long path 
optical absorption and tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) 
[Fehsenfeld et al., 1990]. However, the time resolution of those methods is limited by 
long spatial and temporal averaging. 
By using the laser excited fluorescence (LEF) technique at low pressures 
[George et al., 1991], it has been shown, that direct measurements of low 
concentration of N02 are possible with sensitivities comparable with the techniques 
mentioned above. Kinetical studies of systems perturbed from the equilibrium state 
provide suitable averaging times which depend on the relaxation time of the system. 
Employing the low pressure LEF technique, problems due to conversion of N02 to 
NO for indirect N02-CL or background problems do not exist or are limited. 
Problems occur when species other than N02 absorb at the same wavelength and 
fluoresce with similar lifetimes. But due to the broad spectrum of N02, suitable 
excitation wavelengths can be chosen. This technique has a great potential for further 
research. 
A ground-based intercomparison of N02 measurements compared indirect 
techniques (photolysis/ NO-chemiluminescence and the Luminox detector) with a 
direct method (TDLAS) for detection of N02 [Fehsenfeld et al., 1990). Similar 
results for all three instruments were reported for N02 concentrations above 2ppbv. 
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The photolysis/NO-CL and TDLAS instruments showed further agreement only for 
N02 concentrations greater than 0.4ppbv. 
An intercomparison of airborne N02 measurements involved two indirect 
techniques (two-photon NO laser-induced fluorescence system with laser photolysis 
of N02 to NO, an N0/03 chemiluminescence detector with arc lamp photolysis of 
N02 to NO and one using FeS04 for conversion of N02 to NO) and one direct 
technique (TDLAS) [Gregory et al., 1990]. The instrument using FeS04 for N02 
conversion was excluded later due to its behavior of converting PAN to NO and 
therefore providing an artifact signal. For mixing ratios to 100 or 200pptv data sets 
showed a 30-40% correlation among the different techniques. However, when data 
sets were restricted to mixing ratios smaller than 50pptv, little correlation among the 
measurements was observed [Gregory et al., 1990]. Further results indicated that at all 
observed concentrations the correlation among the two indirect techniques was better 
than their correlation to the direct technique. 
With further refinement of th.e low pressure LEF technique [George et al., 
1991], a highly sensitive method for N02 detection might be developed, which could 
provide new insight into the question of reliability of the direct and indirect 
techniques. 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOP1\1ENT OF A TWO-CHAMBER-NOrFLUORESCENCE-CELL 
The idea of the Two-Chamber-NOrFluorescence-Cell is mainly based on the 
FAGE technique (Fluorescence Assay by Gas Expansion), [Hard et al., 1984], used 
for determination of N02 [George et al., 1991]. This technique involves the low 
pressure excitation of N02 to an upper electronic state by a light source of 
appropriate wavelength and the subsequent detection of its fluorescence. Based on 
the results, it has been shown, that a direct, low pressure, laser induced fluorescence 
technique can be developed for detecting N02 at low concentrations. In order to be 
able to detect N02 with its relatively low fluorescence yield, high photon excitation 
rates are required. These can be provided by laser. However, laser excitation results in 
a large background pulse due to Rayleigh, Raman and Mie scattering of the sample to 
be detected as well as scattering of photons off the components of the detection cell. 
In order to limit and reduce the background signal and its negative influence 
on the detection system, e.g. saturation of the photomultiplier tube (PMT), the 
technique takes advantage of the temporal characteristics of the scattering and 
fluorescence processes. While the scattering of photons occurs simultaneously with 
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the laser pulse, the fluorescence of N02 persists longer due to excitation at low 
pressure. The fluorescence decay follows Equation 1, 
N = N 0 exp[--
1 
] 
r elf 
(1) 
where N is the number of detected fluorescent photons and the 'tetr effective lifetime 
of the N02 excited state in presence of collisions with foreign gas molecules [Kirzinis 
et al., 1984]. Since N02 fluorescence originates from different states, all those excited 
states contribute to the effective fluorescence lifetime. The effective fluorescence 
lifetime can be calculated with 
1 
reff = (kq[M]+kr) 
(2) 
where kq represents the quenching rate constant and kr the rate constant for 
spontaneous emission. 
Operating at low pressure reduces collisional quenching and therefore causes 
a lengthening of the fluorescence lifetime. This can be seen in Figure 5. By detection 
of the fluorescence at a certain time after the laser pulse, the background due to 
scattering can be reduced. Since Rayleigh and Mie scattering depend proportionally 
on the pressure, scattering is also reduced with decreasing pressure. 
In addition to the temporal discrimination between scattered and fluorescence 
photons achieved with the FAGE-N02 technique, the Two-Chamber-Detection-Cell 
also provides a spatial discrimination by separating the respective excitation and 
detection zones from each other. This contributes to a higher sensitivity of the system 
17 
since heavy saturation effects of the PMT are mostly removed by positioning the 
PMT at a distance from the excitation zone and therefore away from the laser beam. 
Hereby only a fraction of the initially scattered photons gets detected. Saturation 
effects are minimized. 
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Figure 5. Effective fluorescence lifetime versus pressure. 
Since the fluorescence lifetime is increased and the lifetime of the background 
decreased with reduced pressure, it follows that an optimal signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) can be obtained at some value of the reduced pressure. One limit in reducing 
cell pressure is reached when a significant fraction of the emitting target molecules 
18 
radiate (rate constant kr) vs. undergoing quenching (rate constant kq). This limit is 
related to the half-quenching pressure of the target species ([M112]= krl kq), at which 
pressure half the excited molecules fluoresce while half are quenched. At this point 
the fluorescence signal has dropped by one half relative to its value at atmospheric 
pressure [George et al., 199 I]. 
Figure 6 shows an abstracted profile of the Two-Chamber-Detection-Cell. 
Inflowing N02 molecules are excited in the excitation chamber to an upper electronic 
state by a laser pulse with appropriate wavelength crossing the flow perpendicular. 
The fluorescing N02 molecules flow into the detection chamber where their 
fluorescence is detected by a PMT, and then flow out toward the vacuum pump. 
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Figure 6. Abstracted profile of the Two-Chamber-Fluorescence-Cell. 
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FLUORESCENCE SIGNAL OF A TWO-CHAMBER-NOz-FLUORESCENCE-
CELL 
In order to predict the performance of a Two-Chamber-N02-Fluorescence-
Cell, an expression for the fluorescence signal must be found. This can be done by 
introducing the fluorescence signal 0, 
0=100",1.<I> (3) 
where 0 is in photons [No2r1 s·1, and / 0 =I01 in photons cm2. Io represents the 
incident intensity of the laser beam, I the length with which a laser beam of a certain 
cross section passes the sample, cr1. the absorption coefficient of the absorbing species 
and <I> the fluorescence quantum yield of the species to be detected. Maximizing the 
fluorescence signal with respect to the cell dimensions and chamber pressures gives an 
opportunity to determine the optimum operating parameters of the cell. 
The fluorescence quantum yield, <I>, is defined as 
<I> = number of photons emitted 
number of quanta absorbed 
(4) 
The calculation of the fluorescence quantum yield requires consideration of the 
processes involved in excitation and fluorescence decay of N02. The following 
processes are relevant: 
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N02 +hvabs Ia > N02. (R18) 
NO,· +M k. N02 +M (R19) 
N0
2
* kf N02 +hvem (R20) 
where Ia represents the rate of light absorption, kq is the quenching rate constant of 
the emitting state, M is the concentration of the quencher and kr the rate constant for 
fluorescence emission. Only homogeneous N02 quenching is considered theoretically. 
The influence of wall quenching ofN02• while interacting with components of the cell 
has been neglected in the following considerations and remains a subject of 
experimental study. When the N02 molecule absorbs light, fluorescence and 
deactivation by quenching compete for the electronically excited state produced. The 
fluorescence decay starts immediately after excitation by the laser pulse in the 
excitation chamber at time t=O. The rate of disa.ppearance of N02 • in the first chamber 
is given by 
d[ N02*] = -[ N0
2 
*](kq[M
1
] + k1) · 
dt 
(5) 
[Mi] is the pressure in the first or excitation chamber. It is assumed that there is a 
uniform pressure in the first chamber. Integrating Equation 5 within the appropriate 
limits yields 
'No;], d[No;J = -f (k,[M, l + qd1 
f .
1 
[No2*] o [No! 
0 
(6) 
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[ N02·1 = [ N02 • L exp[-(k q [MI ] + k 1 )1] (7) 
where [N02.]o is the given initial concentration of excited N02 molecules, [N02*].The 
rate of emission can be described by 
d[hvem] = kAN02*] · 
dt 
(8) 
By substituting Equation 7 into 8 and integration over the first chamber, Equation 6 
becomes Equation 9. 
[hv,., L tR, 
J d[hvem] = k1 f[ N02*Jo exp[-(kq[ MI]+ k 1 )tftt (9) 
0 0 
The fluorescence yield of photons (FYP) from a given initial concentration of N02* 
for the first chamber is: 
_ k1 [No2·t { 
[hvemt- ,kq[MI]+kf\ l-exp[-(kq[MI]+k1)tRI]} (10) 
where tRI stands for the residence time of the excited N02 molecules in the first 
chamber. 
The rate of disappearance of N02 * in the second chamber is given by 
d[No,"] ~-[No, •j(k,[M,, l + k f). (11) 
Integration of Equation 11 and substitution of Equation 7 into it, gives an expression 
for the loss of N02 * in the second chamber. 
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I 
[No,"\, d[ NO,'] = -(k' (M,, j + k 
1 
)f dt 
f r * l CR/ .] NO, 
[N02 
1 
-
(12) 
[No2 "L = [No2 "Jo exp[-(kq[M1]+k1 )1R1-(kq[M11]+k1 )1 + (kq[M11]+k 1 )1R1] (13) 
Substituting Equation 13 into Equation 8 results in the rate of emission for the second 
chamber. 
d[ h v em] = [ N02 *la exp[-( k q [ M 1 ] + k I )1 m - ( k q [ M 11 ] + k I )t + ( k q [ M 11 ] + k I )t m] ( 14) 
Integration of Equation 14 results finally in an equation for the FYP of the detection 
chamber, which can be seen in Equation 16. 
~~~ ~ 
J d[hv em]= k 1 [N02 •t exp[ kqtRJ ([M11 ]- [M1 ])] J exp[-(kq [M11 ] + k1 )t ]dt (15) 
[hv,.,]1 IRJ 
[h v ... lo = 1 ,_k;! ~~2~);_ \ { exp[-(kJ\if1 ] + k r )tRJ ]- exp[-( kq[ Mu]+ k1 )r RU + ([Mu]-[ M, ])k/RJ]} ( 16) 
[Mn] is the pressure in the detection chamber and is assumed to be uniform, and tRII 
represents the residence time of the excited N02 molecules in the detection chamber. 
Photons emitted in the first chamber do not get into the second chamber and 
therefore do not contribute to the FYP calculated for the second chamber. This 
assumption seems to be reasonable, since the cell geometry indicates that the number 
of photons which make it over to the second chamber by multiple reflection off the 
black coated cell walls appears to be negligible. The same assumption is made for 
photons that are emitted after the remaining excited N02 molecules leave the 
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detection chamber. Emitted photons originating from the first chamber or the 
connection to the pump would result in an offset to the FYP of the second chamber. 
The initial concentration of the excited N02 molecules, that is the 
concentration at the end of the laser pulse, can be calculated starting from Beer's 
Law. 
labs = ! 0 (1- exp[-cr Al[ N02 ]]) ( 17) 
labs represents the photons absorbed per unit volume and time, Io the incident 
intensity, 1 the length with which a laser beam of a certain cross section passes the 
sample and o-,. the absorption coefficient of the absorbing species. For small 
concentrations of [N02] the expression can be rewritten in good approximation as 
Jabs= foCT A/[N02] · (18) 
This gives an explicit expression for the number of N02 molecules excited at the end 
of a laser pulse with duration Cit, 
[No2 •Jo =l0 tita)[N02 ]. (19) 
In order to find an expression for the residence time of the target species in a 
reaction vessel with a fixed volume, two extreme cases can be considered. The first 
case is called exponential dilution and is characterized by a well mixed reaction 
chamber. Gases flowing into the reaction chamber get mixed instantaneously and are 
homogeneously distributed over the whole volume of the chamber. The residence 
24 
time is therefore a function of the volume, Vchambm of the reaction vessel and the 
volume flow out of the vessel, v' e.xi1, and can be represented by 
v f = chamber 
R i;r 
e:at 
(20) 
In contrast to the first case, there is no mixing of the inflowing gases in the 
second case, called plug flow. Rather all species remain in their flow regime and its 
vicinity. The residence time of the plug flow case is characterized by the volume of 
the flow, V flow , and the volume flow out of the vessel, V exit, and can be calculated as 
follows: 
VJ/ow 
t = .-
R Tle ..\1f 
(21) 
All other possible cases are an intermediate both of these extremes and require more 
complex considerations [Mehrabzadeh et al., 1983]. 
As mentioned earlier, N02 molecules that are excited in the first chamber have 
to flow into the second chamber in order to detect their fluorescence decay. Since 
fluorescence is a time limited process, this has to occur before all excited molecules 
decay. To achieve this, a plug flow regime in the excitation chamber is desired. The 
large difference between the pressure inside the first chamber and ambient pressure 
results in a choked flow through the inflow nozzle and a jet expansion occurring 
outside the nozzle. The volume flow through a choked nozzle is given by 
. 1 
V = 6283 lr0 - (22) 
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where r0 represents the radius of the nozzle (in cm) [Guthrie, 1963]. Using the fact 
that Vp = canst. for a closed system, the volume flow out of the first chamber is 
characterized by 
V = 6283 lr0
2
[M0 ] 
ex// [MI] (23) 
The shape of the occurring flow outside the nozzle resembles an expanding 
cone. This results in an geometrical expression for the volume of the flow in the first 
chamber 
V = Tir,2/1 
3 
(24) 
r1 is the radius of the cone before entering the second chamber and I 1 is the length of 
the first chamber. By combining Equations 21, 23 and 24 an expression for the 
residence time in the first chamber can be found. 
Dr, 2!1(M1 ) 
I = ----"-----=-
RI I 88493r
0 
2 
[ M 0 ] 
(25) 
However, an exponential dilution regime would be most desirable for the 
second chamber. Resultant longer residence times would ensure that a large fraction 
of excited N02 molecules decays within the detection chamber, except of those that 
are quenched by possible wall quenching while interacting with components of the 
cell. Similar considerations to the above lead to the following equation for the 
residence time in the second chamber for a flow regime characterized by exponential 
dilution. 
Vchamber [Mn ] 
IRII = 628311/[M
0
] 
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(26) 
As mentioned above, due to the given differences between the ambient 
pressure and the pressure in the first chamber, the gas flowing into the Two-Chamber-
Detection-Cell undergoes a rapid jet expansion. This behavior is considered in more 
detail in the next section. Entering the first chamber, the jet becomes supersonic and 
goes through a standing normal shock wave at a certain distance downstream of the 
nozzle exit. It has been shown that the pressure behind the normal shock is about 
equal to the chamber pressure in the first chamber [Davidor, 1971]. Assuming an 
adiabatic expansion and using the ideal gas law, the concentration of N02 in the 
expanding jet after the standing normal shock wave is 
(N02 ]=(N02 ) 0 P11'o. 
Po'Fi 
(27) 
Po and P1 represent the ambient pressure and the total pressure in the first chamber 
respectively, [N02] 0 is the initial concentration of N02 and [N02] is the concentration 
in the first chamber. The absolute temperature in the jet after passing the normal 
shock is only slightly lower than the temperature of the flow, before entering the cell 
through the nozzle [Di Rosa et al, 1993]. Therefore Equation 27 can be simplified to 
[ N02 ] = [ N02 ] 0 El_ . 
Po 
(28) 
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In case the simplification of equal temperature in the whole cell fails, Equation 28 
would still give a lower estimate of the N02 concentration present in the excitation 
chamber of the cell. 
Finally, the fluorescence quantum yield, <1>, which is defined in Equation 4, can 
be written as: 
<l> k A Ml] { [ ( ] [ = \fM11l+k1)fMol exp - kq[M1]+k1)tRI -exp -(kq[M!l]+k1)tRU +([M11]-[M1])tRikq]} (29) 
where tRI and tRII are taken from Equations 25 and 26 respectively. 
Substituting Equation 29 into Equation 3 and using different pressure units (mtorr) 
leads to 
f 
r (kq0.133p,Na . J V/lowiP1 ] 
- exp· - + /, 1 2 
I (J' k p L RT 62831';, Po e- 0 .I. f I 
- (kq0.I33p2 N. k) l { (k,1 0.133p,N,, k· J T~hllPi ( _ ) VJk,wlkqO 133p,N"] + 1 Po -ex - + + p, P1 , 
RT /ff 1 6283 lr0 
2 p
0 
• 62831 r
0 
• p
0
RT 
(30) 
where ro is the radius of the inflow nozzle, in cm, V flowI the volume of the flow in the 
first chamber, in cm3, and Vchll the volume of the second chamber, in cm3. Na 
represents Avogadro's number. The pressures p0, p1 and p2 are in mtorr. po is set to 
be 760torr. 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, to obtain a highly sensitive 
detection device, the fluorescence signal has to be maximized. This is done with 
respect to the pressures in both of the chambers, the inflow through the nozzle and 
the geometrical shape of the whole cell. This can be done graphically. Hereby [Mi] 
and [Mn] are chosen to be the independent variables. However, the volume of the 
28 
flow in the excitation chamber, the volume of the detection chamber, and the radius of 
the inflow nozzle are set to be parameters of this function. These parameters are 
changed to evaluate their influence on the theoretical performance of the cell. The 
laser characteristics were calculated based on parameters of a laser system used in the 
experimental section. The laser had an average power of about 100mW@564nm, 
resulting in an absorption cross section, a-,., of 1.065 10·19 cm2molec. Figures 7 to 10 
show contour plots of 0 for a cell with an arbitrarily set flow volume in the first 
chamber Vflowr of 3.3cm3, a radius r0 of 25~tm and a variable volume of the second 
chamber v chII· 
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Figure 7. Contour plot of the 8 with V110w1=3.3cm
3
, YclllF50cm3 and r0=25µm. The maximum 8 in 
the second chamber, e max D· is 5.29 l0"8photons[N02r1 s·1. The contours in a) represent 
e for 5.1 10·8,4.8 10·8, ...• 3.0 10·8,3.0 10·9, ... ,3.0 10·15photons[N02r1s·1• b) is an enlarge-
ment ofa). Contours in b) represent e for 5.110·8,4.810·8 •...• 3.0 10·8.3.0 10·9, ... ,3.0 10·12 
photons[No2r1 s·1. 
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The flow through the cell requires the pressure in the first chamber, Pi, to be 
larger than the pressure of the second chamber, p2. Therefore only pressure 
combinations where p1>p2 are to be considered. A maximum for this experimental set 
up can clearly be seen in the lower left corner of the plots. If one pressure value for P1 
is fixed and a straight vertical line is drawn from this pressure point, it can be 
observed that, while approaching the maximum from higher values of p2, the spacing 
between the contours are considerably larger than after passing the maximum. This 
effect can be explained by different residence times of the excited N02 molecules in 
the second chamber. In addition, a different amount of quenching in the second 
chamber due to different pressures would also contribute to this behavior. Lowering 
p2 is followed by small changes in quenching and a shortening of the residence time in 
the second chamber. This leads to slight changes in 0 until the optimum pressure of 
p2 for the given set up is acquired. After passing the optimum pressure for p2, the 
influence of the residence time becomes more dominant. Short residence times force 
the excited N02 molecules to pass the detection chamber before they are fully able to 
decay. In this case the fluorescence would mainly occur in the connection to the 
pump. Consequentfy, after passing the optimum pressure in the second chamber, 0 
changes rapidly. Considering this, a different volume of the detection chamber for the 
same given set up of V tlowI and r0 should lead to a shift in the position of the maximum 
0 in the graph, which is confirmed in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Contour plot of the 8 with V110w1=3.3cm
3
, Ychll=l00cm3 and r0=25µm. The maximum 8 
in the second chamber. 8 max Il· is 5.53 10-8photons(NO:d-1 s· 1. The contours in a) represent 
8 for 5.4 10-8 ,5.1 10-8,4.8 10-8 .... 3.0 10-8 ,3.0 10-9, .... 3.0 10·14 photonsfN02f 1s·1. b) is an 
enlargement of a). Contours in b) represent e for 5.4 10-8.5. I 10-8 .... ,3.0 10-8, 3.0 10-9, .. ., 
3.0 10·12 photons[N02r1s· 1• 
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Figure 9. Contour plot of thee with V110 w1=3.3cm
3
, Ycwr=500cm3 and r0=25µm. The maximum e 
in the second chamber, e max Il· is 5. 77 l0'8photons[N02f1 s·1 . The contours in a) represent 
8 for 5.4 10-8,5.l 10·8 .... ,3.0 !(f8.3.0 10·9 ..... 3.0 10·14 photons[NO::f1s·1. b) is an enlarge-
ment ofa). Contours in b) represent e for 5.4 10·8.5. l 10·8 ..... 3.0 Hr8.3.0 10·9 ... .,3.0 10·12 
photons[N02f 1 s·1• 
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Figure 10. Contour plot of the E> with V110w1=3.3cm
3
, Yc1in=l000cm3 and r0=25µm. The maximum 
E> in the second chamber, E> nia., o, is 5 .80 10-8photons[NO:r1 s- 1. The contours in a) repre-
sent E> for 5.4 10-8,5. l 10-8, .. .,3.0 10-8,3.0 10-9,3.0 10-10, .. .,3.0 10-14 photons[N02f 1s-1. 
b) is an enlargement of a). Contours in b) represent E> for 5.4 10-8 , 5. l 10-8 , ... ,3.0 10-8 , 
3.0 10-9, ... ,3.0 10-12 photons[NO:r1s- 1. 
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In order to reach the optimum residence time at which the excited N02 
molecules give off most of their fluorescence in the second chamber, the optimum 
pressure of p2 has to shift toward lower values due to a chosen larger volume of the 
same chamber. The contour plot in Figure 8 clearly shows this behavior. Less 
quenching at lower pressures is responsible for the slight rise of 0. 
Further increase in volume of the second chamber leads to a further increase 
of 0 for this given set up, since the optimum pressure of p2 shifts toward very small 
pressures. However, the increase in 0 declines permanently while the pressure of p2 
shifts toward very small values. In an infinitely large detection chamber, where all 
fluorescence that occurs from molecules entering the chamber would be detected, 0 
would be 6.0 108 photons [N02r1s· 1 at very low pressures of p2. The position of the 
maximum remains unchanged with respect to the pressure of p1 for one given set up. 
According to these results, for a set volume of flow in chamber one, V flow!, and 
radius of the inflow nozzle, r0, the size of the second chamber would have to be 
determined by the pressure combinations of p1 and p2 that could be accomplished by a 
given pumping system. In addition, it should be noted that the size of the second 
chamber would have to be sufficiently large to ensure high values of 0 which are 
close to the maximum possible 0. 
Now the influence of changes if the inflow into the cell is considered. This can 
be done by changing the radius of the inflow nozzle while keeping the flow volume in 
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the first chamber and the volume of the second chamber constant. Results are graphed 
in Figures 10, 11and12. 
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Figure 11. Contour plot of the 8 with Ya0 w1=3.3cm
3
, Ychil=1000cm3 and r0=50µm. The maximum 
8 in the second chamber. 8 mad!· is 1.60 10·
7 
photons[N02r1 s· 1. The contours in a) re-
present e for 1.60 10·7.l.57 10"7,l.54 10-7,1.51 10·1,u 10"7.9.0 10·8 •... ,3.0 10·8,6.0 10·8 , 
3.0 10-
8
,1.5 10·
8
.3.0 10-9 •...• 1.5 10·11 .3.0 10·12photons[N02r1s·1. b) is an enlargement of 
a). Contours in b) represent e for 1.60 10·'.i.57 10·7.l.54 10·7,l.51 10·7,l.2 10·7,9.0 10·8, 
... ,3.0 10-
8
,6.0 10·8,3.0 10-8 .1.5 10·8 .3.0 10·9.l.5 10·9 photonslN02r 1s· 1. 
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Figure 12. Contour plot of thee with V110w1=3.3cm
3
• Ychll=1000cm 3 and r0=IOOµm. The maximum 
8 in the second chamber. 8 ma.' 0 • is 3. 90 10·
7 photonsfNOc r1 s·1. The contours in a) repre-
sent e for 3.63 10·1.3.32 10·1.3.02 10-7.2.70 10-7,2.40 10·1 •.. .,3.0 10-8 .1.5 10-8 .3.0 10·9 , 
1.5 10-9,3.0 10· 10 photons[NO~f1 s·1. b) is an enlargement of a). Contour represent e for 
3.63 10·1,3.32 10·1,3.02 10-7.2.7 10·7.2.4 10·1 •... ,3.0 10-8.1.5 10-8 photons[No2r1s·1. 
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The figures show that the maximum 0 shifts toward higher pressures p1 in the 
first chamber and that its magnitude is also increasing with growing inflow. While the 
pressure shift is due to the increasing inflow, the rise of the magnitude of e can be 
explained by the higher absorption rates and the shorter residence times possible in 
the first chamber. Results would seem to encourage the use of a large nozzle diameter 
for high inflows into the cell. 
The last parameter to evaluate is the flow volume in the first chamber. Similar 
to the considerations above, the volume of the second chamber and the radius of the 
inflow nozzle are held constant, while the flow volume of the first chamber is 
changed. Results are graphed in Figures 12, 13 and 14. 
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Figure 13. Contour plot of the E> with V110w1=1.7cm
3
, Yc1irr=l000cm3 and r0=IOOµm. The maximum 
E> in the second chamber. E> maxrr, is 5 .89 10·7 photons[NO~r 1 s·1• The contours in a) re-
present E> for 5.7 10-7.5.4 10-7 •....• 3.0 10-7.2.7 10-7.2.4 10-7 •...• 3.0 10-8• l.5 10-8,3.0 10·9 
photons[N02r1 s·1. b) is an enlargement of a). Contours in b) represent E> for 5.7 10·7, 
5.4 10-7, .... ,3.0 10-7.2.7 10·7 .2.4 H( ..... 3.0 10·8 photons[N02]"
1s· 1. 
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Figure 14. Contour plot of the 8 with V110w1=1.0cm
3
• Vc1irr=l000cm 3 and r0=100µm. The maximum 
e in the second chamber. e max LI· is 1.4 7 I 0'6 photons[NO~r 1 s·1. The contours in a repre-
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The figures show that the maximum 8 shifts toward higher pressures of Pi· 
This leads to higher absorption rates and shorter residence times of the excited N02 
molecules in the excitation chamber, but also to more quenching. The first two effects 
seem to overcome the reducing effect of quenching, which leads to an increasing 
magnitude of the maximum 8 with decreasing flow volume in the first chamber. The 
position of the maximum with respect to the pressure p2 does not change. 
All results suggest a cell design that is characterized by a small flow volume in 
the excitation chamber and large diameter of the inflow nozzle, as well as a 
sufficiently large detection chamber. A determining factor for the particular cell 
design is the capacity of the pump system and which pressure ranges can be achieved. 
A possible cell design is developed in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Abstraction of a possible design for the Two-Chamber-Detection-Cell. 
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The flow regime in the first chamber is characterized by plug flow, while the 
flow regime in the second chamber is assumed to be exponential dilution. How far 
these approximations hold is considered in the next section. 
According to the results shown above, t_he parameters for the best 
performance could be chosen as r0= 1 OO~tm, V flowi= 1 cm3 and V chrr= 1000cm
3
. This 
gives a maximum 0 of 1.47 10-6photons [N02)"
1s-1 at p1=70mtorr and p2=1.2mtorr. 
At this particular pressure ratio for p1/p2 of about 0.017, the orifice between the two 
chambers would be choked. Choking of the orifice between both chambers of the cell 
would result in formation of a shock wave system in the detection chamber. 
Undergoing collisions between the excited molecules while passing these shock waves 
yield a nonradiative deactivation of these molecules. This results in a decrease of the 
fluorescence signal detected. To avoid the choking of the orifice, the pressure ratio of 
p2/p1 should be kept larger than 0.1. 
Considering this, the pressure combination of p1=70mtorr and p2=8mtorr 
seems to be reasonable and gives a resulting fluorescence signal 0 of 1.00 10-6 
photons [N02T1 s-1. Let's assume a pumping system which could supply enough 
capacity to provide these pressures. What would the flow in both chambers look like? 
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FLOW REGIME IN A HYPOTHETICAL CELL 
When a gas is exhausted through a nozzle to a pressure much below nozzle 
exit pressure, the free jet expands to the lower pressure very quickly, increasing the 
cross-sectional area of the jet and creating a "normal" shock and the typical "shock 
bottle" configuration of a highly underexpanded jet. A schematic of the highly 
Moch disc 
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Figure 16. Schematic of underexpanded jet [ Christ et al.. 1965) 
An expansion fan forms at the nozzle lip as the flow expands into the low-
pressure ambient gas. The expansion waves extend to the free pressure jet boundary 
and reflect as weak compression waves. These compression waves coalesce to form 
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the intercepting shock in the interior of the jet. The intercepting shock is an oblique 
shock behind which the flow is still supersonic but at a lower Mach number than the 
flow in the core of the jet. The Mach disk is a slightly curved shock that is normal to 
the flow at the jet axis. The flow downstream of the Mach disk is clearly subsonic 
whereas the flow behind the shock that reflects from the interaction of the 
intercepting shock and Mach disk is still supersonic [Christ et al., 1965]. The jet is 
axisymmetric. 
The jet flow downstream of the Mach disk is similar to incompressible flow 
since changes in density are very small. It has been shown [Ashkenas et al., 1968] that 
the jet can be thought of as an expanding cone originating from a point on the axis in 
or close to the nozzle exit plane. Certain experimental results are also in accord with 
the idea that the observed Mach-disk diameters fall accurately within the expanding 
cone [Davidor et al., 1971]. 
In order to model the flow regime in the Two-Chamber-Detection-Cell, a 
computer program (Quick and Simple) by G.Recktenwald and S.Forbes was 
employed. To overcome the limitation of the program which is that it only handles 
incompressible flows or compressible ones with a density change of less than 5% of 
the initial density, certain approximations have to be made. As mentioned before, the 
jet flow can be treated similar to incompressible flow behind the Mach disk. The idea, 
therefore, is to calculate characteristic properties like absolute temperature, static 
pressure or velocity for a location immediately behind the Mach disk, and use them as 
input for the model calculations. The length of the first chamber is then given by the 
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original length minus the location of the Mach disk. The Mach disk diameter provides 
the diameter of the inflow. 
The axial distance from the nozzle exit to the Mach disk is 
1 
x;; = 06t:r (30) 
covering a wide range of pressure ratios and a variety of monatomic, diatomic, and 
triatomic gases, where po is the ambient pressure outside the cell, p1 the ambient 
pressure in the first chamber of the cell, and D the diameter of the used inflow nozzle 
[Christ et al., 1965]. 
In order to obtain the Mach disk diameter, the following equation can be used [Addy 
et al., 1981] 
I 
DAI = 0.3 6( Po _ 3.9) ~ 
D \Pi 
(31) 
A calculation of the flow properties behind the Mach disk requires the 
knowledge of the Mach number of the flow in front of the Mach disk. This can be 
done by using the formula suggested by [Ashkenas et al., 1968], for purely radial 
source flow 
M=A(x~x'f-H;: :)/ A(x~xf' (32) 
The constants A and x0 depend upon y and are given for y=l .4 by A=3.65 and xo=0.4. 
Figure 17 shows the predicted Mach number distribution along the centerline. 
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The increase in Mach number in the expansion is the result of the conversion 
of thermal energy into directed kinetic energy. This process requires collisions among 
the molecules. With increased distance the stream density and the temperature are 
reduced, as well as the collision frequency. Absolute temperature, velocity, static 
pressure and density can be calculated by using the appropriate formulas for varying-
area adiabatic flow and the according adiabatic relations, which are given in Equations 
33 to 35 [Zucker, 1977]. 
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Figure 17. Mach number distribution along the center) ine of the jet. 
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(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
Ti, p 1 and M 1 are the initial absolute temperature, static pressure and Mach number at 
the centerline of the jet, respectively, and T2, p2 and M2 the final conditions. R• 
represents the gas constant for air and y the adiabatical exponent for air. g is the 
acceleration constant. Using Equations 32 and 33, and substituting them into 35 leads 
to an expression for the absolute centerline velocity in terms of the ratio of distance 
over diameter of the inflow orifice, x/D. The result is graphed in Figure 18. 
For any given fluid with a specific set of conditions entering a normal shock, 
there is only one set of conditions that can result after the shock. Conditions after the 
shock can be calculated by using Equations 36 to 39 [Zucker, 1977]. 
(1 + (y - l) M 2)(-3I_M 2 -1) T; - 2 I y-1 I 
'Fi - (y + l)" M" 
2(y -1) I 
Pi _ 2y M 2 y -l 
---- I ---
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Pi 
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2 
-(y-l)M
1
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(37) 
(38) 
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Vo= V - 2JyR•I'ig (Ml2 -1) 
- I +1 M y I 
(39) 
Ti, pi, p1, v1 and M 1 represent the temperature, static pressure, density, absolute 
velocity and Mach number at the centerline in front of the Mach disk, respectively, 
and T 2, p2, P2, v2 and M2 behind the Mach disk. 
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Figure 18. Centerline velocity before passing the Mach disk.. 
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In order to model the flow regime in the Two-Chamber-Fluorescence-Cell, the 
dimensions of the cell have to be determined. This can be done by using the results of 
the former section. It has been assumed that there is a plug flow regime in the first 
chamber of the cell. This has been based on the fact that the jet expansion in the first 
chamber leads to an expanding cone, which characterizes the flow regime in this 
chamber. The Mach disk lies within the expanding cone. Since the volume of the 
expanding cone is known from the previous section, the distance between the Mach 
disk and the orifice between both chambers of the cell, as well as the radius of the 
same orifice can be calculated. Therefore, the radius of the orifice equals the radius of 
the expanding jet when passing into the second chamber. The distance from the inflow 
nozzle to the orifice between both chambers can be calculated by adding up the 
distances from inflow nozzle to the Mach disk and from Mach disk to the orifice. 
Since only the volume of the flow in the first chamber is fixed, the chamber volume 
itself can be chosen arbitrarily. The volume of the second chamber was set in the 
previous section. The dimensions of the second chamber were chosen with respect to 
an available experimental cell set-up. All calculations are based on an axisymmetric 
cell design. 
The only parameter which is not fixed yet is the radius of the outflow orifice 
of the cell, r2. This radius is going to be varied during the modeling and its influence 
on the flow regime of the second chamber of the cell is being evaluated. The results of 
that should give a better perspective about how far the desired flow regime of 
exponential dilution can be assumed in the second chamber. Figure 19 gives the 
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dimensions of the cell used and Table 3 shows predicted properties for a location in 
the jet directly behind the Mach disk that are used as input for the program to model 
the flow properties. 
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Figure 19. Possible design for the Two-Chamber-Fluorescence-Cell. 
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Table 3. Predicted flow characteristics for inflow nozzle diameter r0=100µm, V00wr=lcm
3 and 
Ycwr=I000cm3 . Stagnation temperature T1=290K and stagnation pressure p1=760torr. 
chamber location and flow properties of the 
pressures Pi and diameter of the jet shortly behind the 
p2, [mtorr] Mach disk. I cm I Mach disk 
P1=70 XM=l.40 T=283K 
p2=8 d/\.r0.75 p=78mtorr 
v=l28ms·1 
p= 1.292 10'4kgm·3 
µ= 1.649 10-5kgm· 1 s-1 
D=0.128m~s- 1 
As one can see in the calculations, the pressure of the second chamber, p2, is 
neglected in the modeling of the flow regime in the cell. The following arguments 
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justify this approach. As long as the pressure difference between the first and second 
chambers is maintained so that the orifice between both chambers is not choked, 
molecules passing into the second chamber accelerate due to this pressure difference 
but still remain at subsonic velocity. A choking of the orifice would yield supersonic 
velocities of the molecules passing the orifice and would also result in formation of a 
shock wave system in the flow. Since the molecules in the flow remain at subsonic 
velocities, the approach of treating air as incompressible fluid is still valid. Therefore 
model results are expected to remain valid as well, with respect to the general 
behavior of the flow in the cell. Magnitudes of the velocities in the second cell may 
differ from their actual value. 
Another approximation made is that p2 is always kept to be 8mtorr regardless 
of the chosen radius of the outflow of the cell, r2 . This is only valid if the outflow 
orifice is not choked as well, in which case even an increasing pumping speed would 
not yield any pressure changes in the second chamber. Such conditions are practically 
impossible to guarantee if r2 less than a few millimeters. Consequently, such values 
are excluded from the modeling. 
The Reynolds number referring to the diameter of the Mach disk and the 
inflow properties directly behind the Mach disk was calculated to be 8.023 for all 
cases. The stagnation pressure in the reservoir is about 760torr and the stagnation 
temperature around 290K. This results in an absolute temperature at the nozzle exit 
of 244K and the static pressure of 40 I torr at the same location. Since a converging 
nozzle was used, the Mach number at the nozzle exit does not exceed the value of 
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one and the velocity for this special case is 3 l 3m/s. Under the assumption that the 
pressure in the first chamber is kept constant for all considered cases, the residence 
time of excited N02 molecules in the first chamber is 13.6~ts. 
Due to the rapid expansion it can be assumed that by the time the jet flow 
passes the Mach disk, no velocity profile has been fully developed yet. Therefore, a 
flat velocity profile has been chosen as a profile of the inflow into the first chamber. 
Figures 20, 21, 22 and 23 show the obtained velocity distributions of the axial 
velocity of the flow for the conditions mentioned above. "Slicing" of the surface plot 
along a certain location of the cell width would give the velocity profile at this point, 
as indicated by the two-dimensional plot. 
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Figure 20. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=200 µm. a diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell donfice= l.2cm and a diameter of the outflow opening d2=6cm 
Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and the flow properties behind the Mach disk 
was 8.023. QUICK was the numerical algorithm used with a grid size of 40x41. 
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Figure 21.Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=200µm. a diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell donlico= I .2cm and a diameter of the outflow opening d~=4cm. 
Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and the flow properties behind the Mach disk 
was 8.023. QUICK was the numerical algorithm used with a grid size of 40:-.:41. 
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Figure 22. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=200µm. a diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell d0 niico= I .2cm and a diameter of the outflow opening d1=2cm. 
Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and the flow properties behind the Mach disk 
was 8.023. QUICK was the numerical algorithm used with a grid size of 40x41. 
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Figure 23.Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of do=200µm, a diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell donfice= l.2cm and a diameter of the outflow opening d2= lcm. 
Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and the flow properties behind the Mach disk 
was 8.023. QUICK was the numerical algorithm used with a grid size of 40x41. 
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The graphs show that although the radius of the outflow is varied, the flow in 
the first chamber does not vary significantly. Incoming molecules slow down in the 
course of the jet expansion and accelerate again while passing the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell. Some minor eddies occur in the first chamber. However, 
the major part of the incoming molecules stays localized within the expanding cone of 
the jet and passes over into the detection chamber. There the flow expands further 
and reattaches to the wall of the chamber after a short distance. Velocities are 
dropping rapidly and then stay nearly constant. In like manner with the first chamber, 
eddies occur in the beginning of the second chamber. After reattachment, the velocity 
distribution on every point along the length of the second chamber seems to be 
parabola-like. Due to the outflow orifice, the flow velocities are increasing again. 
Different radii of the outflow orifice result in different outflow velocities. The flow 
regime in the second chamber can be characterized as an intermediate case between 
plug flow and exponential dilution. Due to the expanding flow in the second chamber 
with its parabola-like profile, incoming molecules would travel with different 
velocities at different points in the cell and therefore would stay in the second 
chamber with different long residence times depending on their position in the flow. 
A compromise has to be made concerning the choice of the radius of the 
outflow orifice. This compromise is determined by the desire to minimize the radius in 
order to provide a closed detection chamber, and therefore reduce the background by 
blocking light coming from light leaks in the connection to the pump. On the other 
hand, the orifice has to be large enough, so that the pressure requirements can be met 
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to avoid choking the orifice. The shape of the flow modeled with the program 
indicates that a major fraction of the molecules coming into the excitation chamber 
through the nozzle would get into the second chamber before being quenched away. 
There they stay long enough so that all of their fluorescence decay can be detected by 
the detection device used before they leave the cell in the direction of the pump. 
The volume of the first chamber does not seem to have major influences on 
the flow regime in the same chamber. This might be advantageous if one considers the 
fact that a large volume for the excitation chamber would reduce the amount of 
scattered photons which get reflected into the detection chamber and contribute there 
to the background signal. This is also in accord with the results of the preceding 
section which show that as long as the flow volume remains the same, different 
volumes of the excitation chamber would not influence the possible performance of 
the cell. 
LIMITATIONS AND RELIABILITY OF THE MODEL RESULTS 
A very important question to ask is how reliable these modeled results are and 
for which gas flows they are valid. The Knudsen number is a very important 
parameter to characterize flow regimes. It is dimensionless and defined as the ratio of 
the mean free path, A., to a characteristic dimension of the flow system, d. 
Kn= A. 
d 
(40) 
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There are two extreme flow cases. The first, viscous flow, occurs at Knudsen 
numbers lower than 0.01, when the mean free path is much smaller than the 
characteristic dimension of the flow system. Therefore the character of the gas flow is 
determined by gas-gas collisions. The flow has a maximum velocity in the center of 
the channel and zero velocity at the wall. When the mean free path is equal or greater 
than the characteristic dimension of the flow system, the flow properties are 
determined by gas-wall collisions and the effect of intermolecular collisions can be 
neglected. For most surfaces diffuse reflection at the wall is a good approximation. 
Each particle arrives at the surface, sticks, and is reemitted in a direction independent 
of its incident velocity. Therefore a particle entering the flow system has a chance of 
not being transmitted, but can return to the entrance. This flow region is referred to as 
free molecular flow and is characterized by Knudsen numbers of greater than one. In 
the region l<Kn<0.01 the flow is neither continuous nor molecular. This region is 
called the transition flow range. In this range, the velocity at the wall is not zero as in 
continuum flow and the reflection is not diffuse as in free molecular flow. 
Concerning the modeling results, they are certainly reliable for the continuum 
flow region, and parts of the transition flow region as well. Since the flow in the 
transition region is not well understood, the generalization of this statement for the 
whole transition region is not possible. As soon as the transition to the molecular flow 
region occurred, the existence of the shock wave system that is due to collisions 
between the gas molecules vanishes. After the molecules leave the nozzle exit, they 
continue on their way without being affected by collisions with other molecules. The 
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resulting expansion cone is determined by the diameter of the nozzle between both 
chambers of the cell. This orifice would act similar to a skimmer. Reflected molecules 
off the surface of the skimmer would reentrain into the expanding jet within the first 
chamber. Subsequently, this would lead to a perturbation of the jet expansion by 
collisions between the reentrained molecules and the molecules within the expanding 
jet. However, this can be avoided by using the technique of differential pumping in the 
first chamber. Expanding jets in the molecular flow region do not suffer from huge 
quenching losses due to negligible collisions between molecules and the existence of 
no shock wave system. This can be useful unless the pressure to achieve this flow 
regime within the first chamber is below the half-quenching pressure. 
DIFFUSION AND QUENCHfNG 
Another question to consider is the effect of quenching and diffusion of the 
excited N02 molecules in the detection chamber of the cell. To clarify these relations, 
a simple one-dimensional model can be proposed. 
A laser beam with the beam radius of r passes through a flow of air 
perpendicularly and excites N02 molecules which are located in the area that is 
limited by the laser beam. Figure 24 shows this for a laser beam with a radius r. The 
excited N02 molecules are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the whole 
excitation zone. This results in concentration gradient of excited N02 in x and forces 
diffusion of these excited N02 molecules along the x axis. There is no diffusion in the 
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direction of the y-axis. How far the assumptions made remain valid is discussed at the 
end of this section. 
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Figure 24. Schematic of the laser beam with radius r passing through an expanding jet 
perpendicularly. 
Excited molecules at an arbitrarily chosen line of length 2r along x and width 
dy are called the instantaneous plane source of those molecules referring to their 
assumed, uniform distribution along the same axis. As soon as excitation of the N02 
molecules occurs, the competing processes of fluorescence and quenching start, as 
well as diffusion of those molecules out of the initial excitation zone. This section 
shall clarify the relation between quenching and diffusion, and shall answer the 
question if it is reasonable to believe that diffusion processes do not significantly 
influence the performance of the proposed cell. 
As shown in Equation 3, the rate of disappearance of excited N02 molecules 
can be described by 
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d[ No:]= -[No; Kk,[M] + k 1) (41) 
which leads to an expression for the concentration of excited N02 molecules with 
respect to time. 
[No;] d[ NO'.']= -f (k,[Mj + k r }tt [JI. [No, l ' 
[ N02 *] = [ N02 *L exp[-(kq[ M] + kf)t] 
Time dependent diffusion processes are characterized by 
CC 0 2C 
-=D-
OI &2 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient and C the concentration of the substance to be 
considered. A solution of this partial differential equation for an instantaneous line 
source is 
a ~ 
[ 
0 ] 
C(x,t) = JI exp - 4Dt . (45) 
a is an arbitrary constant which has to be chosen with special reference to the case 
considered. 
For an instantaneous plane source which has the initial concentration Co within 
the plane of one unit of area at a location -r<x<r, and no concentration at locations 
with lxl>r, the concentration at any point x at any time can be expressed by 
c,(x,t) = Ji:J>xp[- 4~1 }x (46) 
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The total amount of substance S present in an instantaneous plane source can 
be described by 
00 
S =A f Cd"r. (47) 
-00 
Since A is the area of the instantaneous plane source and its cross section is set to be 
of one unit of area, and C the concentration of the present substance at one line in the 
plane source, Equations 45 and 4 7 can be combined to give Equation 48 
S = ~ J exp[-~ ldx. 
-vt _
00 
4Dt j 
This equation can be solved by substitution of ~ with ~ which leads to 
2v DI 
c:r• 
S = 2a.Ji5 f exp[-(]d~ 
-00 
(48) 
(49) 
This gives an expression for a in the case of an instantaneous plane source of a 
substance S. 
s 
(50) 
With this, Equation 46 becomes 
S x+r [ o l 
Cp(x, t) = JDm f exp-~ dx. 
2 Dm x-r 4Dt 
(51) 
According to the special case of excited N02 molecules, the total amount of 
substance in the plane source can be determined at any time by Equation 43. Applying 
this to Equation 51 results in Equation 52. 
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[No,'j(x, 1) J~~ exp[-(k,[ Mj + k, )1JI exp[- :~Jx (52) 
which can be rewritten as 
[NO:] ( [ r + x l . [ r - x] [ N02. ]Cx, t) = ')- o exp[-Ck q [ M] + k I )t] e1f 2.JDi + e1f 2..fjji (53) 
The assumptions of uniform pressure in the whole cell and constant velocity 
along the y-axis make it possible to apply the results to the proposed cell. As long as 
the velocity distribution along the y-axis stays constant, Equation 53 is valid for any 
point along the axis x'. According to the results obtained by modeling the flow regime 
in the proposed cell, this would be virtually true for molecules located in the core of 
the flow or in its closer vicinity. Therefore this assumption is certainly met by the flow 
in the first chamber with its nearly flat velocity profile in the core of the flow. For the 
broader, parabola like velocity profile in the second chamber, this equation can still be 
seen as rough approximation of the occurring processes. 
Assuming the validity of these approximations, graphs of Figure 25 show the 
relative concentration distribution of excited N02 molecules along the x-axis at 
different times and therefore at different locations x' within the first chamber of the 
cell. Here quenching and diffusion occur simultaneously. Graphs in Figure 26 describe 
the same process but without quenching. The radius of the laser beam was chosen to 
be 0.5cm. 
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Figure 25. Relative concentration distribution of excited N02 molecules referring the conditions in 
the excitation chamber. Diffusion and quenching processes happen simultaneously. 
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Figure 26. Relative concentration distribution of excited NO~ molecules referring the conditions in 
the excitation chamber. Quenching processes arc neglected. 
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Comparing the graphs for the case of simultaneous quenching and diffusion 
with the graphs for occurring diffusion without quenching shows that both processes 
occur uncoupled from each other. Graphs at the same times have the same shape of 
the distribution curve in common, but differ in magnitude of the relative 
concentration. Graphs also indicate that diffusion along the x-axis does not seem to 
prevent the excited N02 molecules from reaching the detection chamber, since even 
after 1 OOµs the excited N02 molecules remain in the vicinity of the initial excitation 
zone. The residence time of the excited N02 molecules in the first chamber of the 
proposed cell set up is l 4~Ls. 
Diffusion in direction of the y-axis has not been considered due to the 
assumption of uniformly distributed excited N02 molecules along the y-axis 
throughout the laser beam passing the cell. This assumption is virtually true only for 
locations along the y-axis which are within the core of the flow or in its closer 
vicinity, due to the velocity profile there. Consequently, this results in a concentration 
gradient also in y direction. Since N02 molecules located outside the expanding cone 
are excited by the crossing laser beam as well, this concentration gradient seems to be 
rather small compared to the concentration gradient in x direction, and therefore can 
be neglected. 
Comparing diffusion and quenching it must be said that quenching is the more 
dominant process of losing excited N02 for detection of their fluorescence. Diffusion 
seems to be negligible. As soon as the excited molecules pass into the detection 
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chamber, the lower pressure and therefore a different diffusion coefficient changes the 
succeeding concentration distributions. However, this does not change the general 
relationships between quenching and diffusion. 
CHAPTER III 
INTRODUCTION OF A TWO-CHAMBER-N02-FLUORESCENCE-CELL 
In order to verify the theoretical predictions of the performance of a Two-
Chamber-N02-Fluorescence-Cell, a detection cell was provided and experiments were 
done. The given detection cell was not built according the conclusions drawn from 
the theoretical considerations and does not exhibit the optimum performance possible 
by such a cell type. Also, the completed experiments do not serve the purpose of 
showing the detection limit of this new measurement technique for N02. The major 
focus of the experiments was to clarify the origin of the observed signals and to draw 
conclusions for the practical design of such a Two-Chamber-Fluorescence-Cell. 
The following paragraphs shall show that it is possible to detect N02 directly 
by a two-chambered measuring technique and finally provide insight into what can be 
done to improve the performance of such a detection device. 
EXPERIMENT AL DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS 
The employed laser was a Neodymium-Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (Nd: Y AG) 
pumped dye laser that was operated with a repetition rate of 30Hz and an average 
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power of about ( 1 OOmW@564nm). The advantage of this dye laser is its wavelength 
variability in a certain wavelength interval. Rhodamin6G Perchlorate with a laser 
output maximum at 563nm and a range from 552nm to 582nm was chosen as laser 
dye. Output power of the laser was monitored with a digital power meter (Scientech, 
Model 365) and recorded by a PC AT 386/20Mhz. In order to improve the beam 
profile of the laser, the laser beam was sent through a horizontal and vertical razor 
blade aperture before entering the cell. This leads to a slight power loss, but resulted 
in a reduced scattering signal detected by the PMT. 
The detection cell was a coated aluminum block consisting of two chambers 
and ports for a laser beam entrance and exit arm, a nozzle port, a vacuum port and a 
PMT port. Figure 27 shows the profile of the Two-Chamber-Detection-Cell. 
Measurements of pressure were made with a DV6M thermocouple gauge from 
Hastings which was connected to both chambers of the detection cell via a three-way 
switch to ensure independent readings. A two-stage pump provided the necessary 
pumping speed to reach the desired low pressure region. This was also made possible 
by employing a 3-inch plastic vacuum hose as a connection between the pump and 
vacuum port of the cell, which proved to be superior to hoses with smaller diameters. 
Since the hose was transparent, a cover was necessary to prevent stray light from 
reaching the cell. This was ensured by wrapping several layers of black plastic foil 
around the hose. 
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Figure 27. Profile of the Two-Chamber-Fluorescence-Cell. 
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Special focus was put on the nozzle design. The final shape can be seen in 
Figure 28. Spacers of variable thickness and interchangeable nozzle disks with 
diameters of 50µm, 75µm and 1 OO~tm enable a variation of inflow into the cell. The 
diameter of the opening between both chambers of the cell could be changed by using 
orifices with different diameters. 
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Figure 28. Schematic picture of the nozzle setup. 
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A major challenge was the reduction of the background signal due to 
. scattering. One large source of the background signal is the scattering from laser light 
off the entrance and exit windows. This light can be detected as background signal 
when it is able to enter the detection chamber of the cell. Light baffles, made from 
absorbing paper, were positioned within the window arms in order to reduce the 
intensity of window scattering reaching the detection chamber. The size of the 
aperture is a compromise between the desire to minimize the scatter reaching the 
detection zone (decreasing baffle diameter) and minimizing the possibility that the 
laser beam hits the baffle (increasing baffle diameter). Placement of the baffles in the 
window arms was determined by the desire to avoid back reflection of scatter into the 
excitation chamber and therefore increasing the possibility of further reflection into 
the detection chamber. This results in a positioning of the baffle further away from the 
excitation zone. Regrettably, a positioning of the baffles too far away from the 
excitation zone does not provide optimal scatter attenuation. The compromise 
achieved in the final baffle configuration is shown in Figure 29. The optimal baffle 
setup was determined by peering into the excitation chamber with room lights turned 
off and connecting the PMT with an oscilloscope to optimize the signal, while various 
configurations of baffle size and placements were used. Since measured fluorescence 
is visible light, room light entering through the entrance and exit arms contributes to 
the background signal. Reduction of incoming room light was accomplished by 
attaching black tubing over the exit and entrance window arm. 
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Figure 29. Optimal baffle placement in entrance and exit arm. Angle of the entrance and exit 
window corresponds to the Brewster Angle for glass. 
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Another way of reducing the detected scattering light and achieving an 
acceptable SNR is in varying the diameter of the orifice between both chambers of the 
cell. However, while a reduction of the diameter results in a decrease of the detected 
scatter, it also limits the amount of excited N02 molecules that reach the detection 
chamber of the cell by restricting the flow and causing different pressures in the 
excitation chamber with different diameters of the orifice for one and the same nozzle 
used. 
The photon detection device was an EMI 98 l 6B photomultiplier tube 
operating at 2200 Volts. The PMT was connected to a 400MHz oscilloscope (TEK 
2467B) that was triggered via a MRD 500 trigger diode placed behind the first of two 
reflective coated mirrors in front of the cell. Intensity vs. time curves displayed by the 
oscilloscope were digitized by a digitizing camera system TEK DCSO I GPH which 
was directly set up onto the oscilloscope screen. DCS software was running on a PC 
AT 286/6.MHz. In order to make on-line changes in the camera setup, a video 
monitor was connected to the video output of the DCS card in the computer. 
Figure 30 shows the experimental set up including the calibration system. Dry 
Nz flow is sent via an FeS04 converter and a massflowmeter into a 50 liter Teflon 
bag. The FeS04 converter assures that N02 molecules within the dry N2 are 
converted to NO via chemical reaction and therefore do not contribute to the signal 
detected. After filling the Teflon bag with a known volume of N2, the needle valve 
near the massflowmeter is closed in order to prevent backflow from the Teflon bag. 
The other needle valve serves as flow restriction. N02 gas is injected into the Teflon 
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bag to provide an N02 - N2 mixture of known N02 concentration which is provided 
to the nozzle via a three-way valve. Dry N2 flow is also provided via the three-way 
valve to the nozzle in order to make background measurements. The three- way valve 
is connected to a microcomputer to provide flow control. For additional flow control 
a second pressure gauge (Pennwalt 61 C-ID-0800) was established between the three-
way valve and the nozzle. All tubing used for the calibration systems was made out of 
Teflon. 
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FLOW REGIME IN A TEST CELL 
An important question to answer is whether or not it is justified to believe that 
signals observed by the detection devices really originate from excited N02 molecules 
decaying in the detection chamber. One way to clarify this question is to model the 
flow regime in the cell by using the program Quick and Simple by G.Recktenwald and 
S.Forbes. Since this was already done for the flow regime in a hypothetical 
experimental set up proposed in Chapter II, the discussion of details and limitations of 
this program and the modeling approach are described in the preceding chapter. 
Modeling was done for all experimental set-ups referring to the input nozzle 
diameter in variation with chosen diameters of the orifice between both chambers of 
the cell. All calculations made were based on the actual measured pressure in the first 
chamber of the cell. Table 4 shows the predicted values for certain locations in the jet 
that is expanding into the first chamber from a nozzle with the diameter of do= 1 OOµm. 
Absolute temperature at the nozzle exit is calculated to be 244K and the static 
pressure 401 torr regardless of the diameter of the nozzle. Since a converging nozzle 
was used, the Mach number at the nozzle exit does not exceed the value of one and 
the absolute velocity for this special case is 3 l 3m/s . 
As stated in Chapter III, the predicted flow properties immediately behind the 
Mach disk were used as input for the employed program. A flat velocity profile was 
chosen as profile of the inflow into the first chamber, since due to the rapid jet 
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expansion from the nozzle into the first chamber it can be assumed that by the time 
the jet flow passes the Mach disk, no velocity profile had been fully developed yet. 
Table 4. Predicted flow characteristics for inflow nozzle diameter do= I OOµm. stagnation 
temperature Tt=290K and stagnation pressure Pt=760torr. 
Diameter of the measured predicted flow predicted flow Mach disk 
orifice between pressure in the properties shortly properties shortly location 
the two first before the Mach after the Mach disk and 
chambers, [cm 1 chamber,[ mtorr) disk diameter 
2.0 40 M=22.1 T=288K xm=9.2mm 
T=3K v=l29m/s Dm=5.0mm 
\=763m/s p=47mtorr 
p=0.083mtorr p=7.637 10·5kgnf3 
p= 1.278 10·5kgm·3 ~t= 1.595 10"5kgrn· 1 s· 1 
D=0.209m2s·1 
1.5 49 M=21.l T=280K xm=8.3mm 
T=3.2K v=l27m/s Dm=4.5mm 
\=757m/s p=54mtorr 
p=O. lOlmtorr p=8.737 10"5kgm·3 
p= 1.462 10·5kgm·3 µ= 1.533 10"5kgm"1 s·1 
D=O. l 75m2s·1 
0.9 131 M=l7.3 T=284K xm=5.lmm 
T=4.8K v=l29m/s Dm=2.7mm 
v=760m/s p=l50mtorr 
p=0.429mtorr r=2.469 10·4kgm·3 
p=4.1.t2 10·5kgm·3 µ=1.597 10·5kgrn· 1s·1 
D=0.065m2s·1 
Figures 31, 32 and 33 show the obtained velocity distributions over the whole 
cell for the conditions mentioned above. 'Slicing" of the surface plot along a certain 
location of the cell width would give the velocity profile at this point. 
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Figure 31. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=100µm and diameter of the orifice 
between both chambers of the cell donfice=2cm. Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter 
and the flow properties behind the Mach disk was 3.1. QUICK was the numerical 
algorithm used. The grid size was 43x42. 
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Figure 32. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=IOOµm and diameter of the orifice 
between both chambers of the cell danfice= l.5cm. Re with respect to the Mach disk 
diameter and the flow properties behind the Mach disk was 2.9. QUICK was the 
numerical algorithm used. The grid size was 45x4 l. 
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Figure 33. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0= l OOµm and diameter of the orifice 
between both chambers of the cell donfice=0.9cm. Re with respect to the Mach disk 
diameter and the flow properties behind the Mach disk was 10.0. QUICK was the 
numerical algorithm used. The grid size was 43x4 l. 
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The figures clearly show the influence of the diameter of the orifice between 
both cells on the velocity distribution. A decrease in orifice diameter results in sharper 
velocity profiles for all locations in the first chamber. In addition, the jet gets more 
confined and the gas accelerates to higher velocities while passing the orifice. 
Occurring eddies, indicated by negative velocities, are growing with decreasing orifice 
diameter. This is due to the limiting effect of the orifice diameter on the expanding 
cone which leads to more backstream towards the inflow nozzle, and therefore to 
larger eddies and increasing entrainment into the expanding jet. 
The passage of the orifice between both chambers is followed by an expansion 
into the second chamber. This causes the velocity profiles at the beginning of the 
second chamber to be sharper and then to become broad and parabola-like. 
Magnitudes of the velocities in the second chamber are significantly smaller compared 
to those in the first chamber. The results of the smallest modeled orifice of 
dorifice=9mm show that for this diameter maximum velocities in the second chamber 
are significantly higher and also the velocity profiles tend to be sharper than in the 
cases of larger diameters of the orifice between both chambers of the cell. In contrast 
to the other cases, the velocity profile is not symmetric and more eddies occur. 
In general it can be said that the major fraction of the inflowing gas stays in 
the jet core or its vicinity and does not get trapped in the occurring eddies. Therefore, 
according to the model results, most of the excited molecules would make it over to 
the detection chamber. How fast this happens and what influence this has on the 
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fluorescence quantum yield of the detection chamber will be shown in the next 
paragraph. 
Tables 5 and 6 show the predicted values for certain locations in the jet that is 
expanding into the first chamber from a nozzle with the diameter of do=75µrn and 
50µm respectively. Figures 34, 35 and 36 give the model results for the nozzle with 
the diameter of d0=75µm and Figure 37, 38 and 39 for the nozzle with a diameter of 
do=50µm. 
Table 5. Predicted flow characteristics for inflow nozzle diameter d0=75µm. stagnation 
temperature Tt=290K and stagnation pressure Pt=760torr. 
Diameter of measured predicted now predicted now Mach disk 
the orifice pressure in the properties shortly properties shortly location 
between the first before the Mach after the Mach disk and 
two chamber,[mtorr] disk diameter 
chambers, r cm I 
2.0 26 M=24.l T=282K xm=8.6mm 
T=2.5K v-127m/s Dm=4.6mm 
v=763m/s p=32mtorr 
p=0.047mtorr p=5.209 10-5kgm-3 
p=8.712 10-6kgm-3 µ=l.566 10-5kgm·1s·1 
D=0.30lm2s-1 
1.5 35 M=22.7 T=286K xm=7.4mm 
T=2.8K v=l29m/s Dm=4.0mm 
v=76lm/s p=39mtorr 
p=0.065mtorr p=6.43 l 10·5kgnf3 
p= 1.076 10-5kgm·3 µ= 1.606 10·5kgm·1 s-1 
D=0.250m2s·1 
0.9 85 M=l8.9 T=284K xm=4.7mm 
T=4.0K v=l29m/s Dm=2.5mm 
v=762m/s p=97mtorr 
p=0.234mtorr p=l.601 10-~kgm·3 
p=2.684 I o·5kgm·3 µ= 1.586 10·5kgm·1 s·' 
D=0.099m2s-' 
Table 6. Predicted flow characteristics for inflow nozzle diameter d0=50µm, stagnation 
temperature T1=290K and stagnation pressure p1=760torr. 
Diameter of measured predicted flow predicted flow Mach disk 
the orifice pressure in the properties shortly properties shortly location 
between the first before the Mach after the Mach disk and 
two chamber,[mtorr) disk diameter 
chambers, r cm l 
2.0 14 M=27.3 T=284K xm=7.8mm 
T=2.0K \=l28m/s Dm=4.2mm 
v=764m/s p=l6mtorr 
p=O .0 l 8mtorr p=2.560 J0"5kgm·3 
p=4.278 10·6kgm·3 µ= 1.585 10·5kgm· 1 s- 1 
D=0.6 I 9m:s.1 • 
1.5 13 M=27.7 T=285K xm=8.lmm 
T=l.9K v=l29m/s Dm=4.3mm 
v=765m/s p=J5mtorr 
p=0.017mtorr p=2.48 J I0-5kgm·3 
p=4.146 I0-6kgm-3 µ= 1.589 Hr5kgm·1 s·1 
D=0.641 m:s- 1 
0.9 41 M=22.0 T=285K xm=4.6mm 
T=3.0K r-128m/s Dm=2.4mm 
v=763m/s p=47mtorr 
p=0.083mtorr p=7.676 10·5kgm·3 
p=l.282 l0"5kgm-3 µ= 1.597 10·5kgm· 1 s-1 
D=0.208m:s-1 
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Figure 34. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=75µm and diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell d0111ice=2.0cm. Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and 
the flow properties behind the Mach disk was 1.9. QUICK was the numerical algorithm 
used. The grid size was 41 x4 l. 
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Figure 35. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=75µm and diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell d0 nrico= l .5cm. Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and 
the flow properties behind the Mach disk was 2. J. QUICK was the numerical algorithm 
used. The grid size was 41 x.t l. 
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Figure 36. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=75 µm and diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell dontic<=O. 9cm. Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and 
the flow properties behind the Mach disk was 3.3. QUICK was the numerical algorithm 
used. The grid size was 40x4 l. 
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Figure 37. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=50µm and diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell dontice=2.0cm. Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and 
the flow properties behind the Mach disk was 0.9. QUICK was the numerical algorithm 
used. The grid size was 4 l.\4 l. 
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Figure 38. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=50µm and diameter of the orifice between 
both chambers of the cell d0111;c,= l .Scm. Re with respect to the Mach disk diameter and 
the flow properties behind the Mach disk was 0. 9. QUICK was the numerical algorithm 
used. The grid size was 4 l x4 l. 
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Figure 39. Velocity distribution for nozzle diameter of d0=50µm and diameter of the orifice 
between both chambers of the cell danti«=O. 9cm. Re with respect to the Mach disk 
diameter and the flow properties behind the Mach disk was l .5. QUICK was the 
numerical algorithm used. The grid size was 40x4 l. 
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While comparing the results for a fixed diameter of the inflow nozzle but with 
a varying diameter of the orifice between both chambers, a similar conclusion as 
mentioned above can be drawn. However, if results for fixed diameters of the orifice 
between both chambers but with a varying diameter of the inflow nozzle are 
compared, less inflow due to smaller diameters of the choked inflow nozzle seems to 
weaken occurring eddies in the first chamber. The resulting reduced inflow into the 
second chamber leads to a decline in the effects of expansion in the second chamber, 
which can be summarized by fewer occurring eddies and a lower magnitude of 
velocities in the second chamber. 
Considering the calculated results in Tables 4, 5 and 6 raises the very 
important question of where to let the laser beam cross the jet flow. An excitation of 
the N02 molecules at a location before the Mach disk would certainly benefit from 
very low quenching rates due to the very low densities of the gas, but also would 
suffer from a loss of absorption rates for the same reasons. In addition, the 
undergoing rapid changes of flow properties while passing the normal shock seem to 
circumvent all advantages of excitation before the Mach disk since it seems that 
quenching would increase significantly while passing the normal shock. Excitation at a 
location behind the Mach disk assures high absorption rates, but also is characterized 
by more quenching due to higher densities, as well as increased thermal and less 
directed motion of the molecules in one direction. 
Another advantage of excitation before the Mach disk is the effect of 
temperature on the rotational population. Since the energy spacing between rotational 
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levels is sufficiently small, the contribution of available thermal energy at room 
temperature is sufficient enough to populate higher rotational levels. By excitation at 
room temperature, an excitation spectrum could be seen that consists of vibrational 
lines superimposed on a strong rotational background. Rotational lines can be 
suppressed by depopulation of higher rotational levels due to very low temperatures, 
which would yield to sharp vibrational features and less rotational background. 
Tuning the laser wavelength to such a strong absorption band would result in a higher 
signal usable for detection. Such low temperatures are provided by the jet expansion 
before passing the Mach disk. An excitation of the incoming N02 molecules would 
certainly take advantage of this. But still, these excited molecules would have to pass 
the Mach disk. 
FLUORESCENCE SIGNAL 
This paragraph shall yield an evaluation of the theoretical performance of the 
provided Two-Chamber-N02-Fluorescence-CelL This can be done by calculating the 
fluorescence signal achievable by this particular set up. The starting point is Equation 
3 derived in Chapter II. Since the incident intensity of the laser beam and the 
absorption cross section are parameters which depend on the laser system used, the 
only variable that must be adjusted to the current setup is the fluorescence quantum 
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yield <P. The fluorescence quantum yield for this particular setup can be obtained 
beginning with Equation 29 derived in Chapter II. 
<I>_ kJU1 ] { [ ( ] - \[Mn]+ kl )[Mo l exp - kq[ M1] + k1 )r RJ - exp[-(k.[A1u] +kl h11 + ([Mn ]-[M1 ])rRUk.]} (54) 
Special attention has to be given to the residence times in both chambers of 
the cell. The results in the preceding paragraph about the flow regime in the cell 
imply, that the flow in the first chamber could generally be described by plug flow. 
The residence time in the first chamber can therefore be described by 
Dr1
2
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(55) 
Modeling results also show that there is an intermediate regime between the 
desired exponential dilution and plug flow in the second chamber. Due to the more 
directed flow pattern and only minor eddies, the plug flow case was chosen to 
characterize the flow regime in the second cell. This also yields to a slight 
underestimation of the calculated fluorescence quantum yield in the detection 
chamber. Since the flow in this chamber can be idealized by a cone that is expanding 
from the radius of the orifice between both chambers, r1, to the radius of the outflow 
orifice, r2, the residence time tRil can be calculated by the following expression. 
nl c (r1 2 + r2 2 + "1 "2 )[Mu ) 
t = ---'---------'----
f(// i 88493r
0 
2 
[ M 
0
] 
(56) 
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h and Ii are the length of the first and second chambers respectively, ro the radius of 
the inflow nozzle, r1 the radius of the orifice between both chambers and r2 the radius 
of the outflow orifice. [Mo] is the ambient pressure, while [M1] and [Mn] represent the 
pressures in the first and second chambers. Substituting the corresponding residence 
times into Equation 53, plotting the resulting expression into Equation 3 and using 
different pressure units (mtorr) gives the following fluorescence signal 0 for the 
chosen setup. 
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(57) 
Actually measured pressures are used for the calculation of the fluorescence signal for 
inflow nozzle diameters of 50~tm, 75µm and l OOµm. Calculation of the fluorescence 
signal for an inflow nozzle diameter of 20µm is based on extrapolated pressures. 
According to the available experimental equipment, the average laser output power 
was assumed to be 200mW@532nm, which gives an absorption coefficient cr1.. of 
1.47 10"19cm2molec·1 and an incident intensity of the laser beam 10 of5.36 10
17photons 
s·1. Graphs in Figure 40 show the calculated fluorescence signal for different inflow 
nozzle diameters and variable diameters of the orifice between both chambers. 
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Figure 40. Fluorescence signal, e, vs. radius of the orifice between both chambers, r1 , for 
different diffuser nozzle diameters, d0 . The fluorescence signal is calculated in photons 
per sec. and ppb of N02 . 
(FLSGlOO refers to the calculated fluorescence signal 8 for d0=100µm. FLSG75 to 8 for 
do=75µm, FLSG50 to 8 for do=50µm and FLSG20 to 8 for d0=20 µm) 
The graphs indicate that for all diameters of the inflow nozzle the fluorescence 
signal is rising with an increasing diameter of the orifice between both chambers and 
undergoes then a broad maximum. For one and the same inflow nozzle, increasing 
diameters of the orifice between two chambers has a lengthening influence on the 
residence time in the first chamber and leads also to less concentrations of the 
monitored species in the first chamber. These effects are compensated by resulting 
lower pressures and less quenching of the excited molecules. This causes the 
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fluorescence signal to rise. After reaching the maximum signal, the further lengthening 
of the residence time of the excited molecules in the first chamber overcomes the 
advantages of less quenching due to lower pressures and forces the fluorescence 
signal to decrease again. 
Furthermore, it can be observed that all maxima seem to occur at around the 
same diameter of the orifice between both chambers. The magnitude of the maximum 
fluorescence signal is increasing with decreasing diameters of the inflow nozzle. This 
rise results in the fact that, although less inflow through the choked inflow nozzle 
provides less concentration of the monitored species and has a lengthening influence 
on residence time in the first chamber, these effects are more than compensated by 
lower cell pressures and less quenching. The more the diameter of the inflow nozzle is 
decreased, the more the lengthening of the residence time in the first chamber and the 
further declining analyte concentrations become dominant in their influence and cause 
the fluorescence signal to reach a maximum and to drop afterwards. 
Referring to the results, the best theoretical set-up for this cell would be with 
a inflow nozzle of d0=50~Lm and with an orifice between the both chambers of 
dorFl.5cm. However, the optimal set-up has still to be found experimentally and is 
determined by the behavior of the background signal for different set-ups, as well as 
the influence of quenching on the signal detected by the PMT in the second chamber. 
According to the calculations made, the chosen setup would yield a fluorescence 
signal 0 of 528 photons per second and ppb of N02 supplied to the detection cell. 
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This would result in a signal of 17 fluorescence photons per laser shot and ppb of 
N02, when the laser would have a repetition rate of 30Hz. Whether this signal is 
detectable or not, and how sensitive the measuring technique is, depends strongly on 
the background signal in the experimental setup employed. The improvement of the 
sensitivity by reducing the background signal would be a topic for further 
experimental research. 
EXPERIMENT AL RES UL TS 
In this paragraph, the actual measured data are presented which were obtained 
by using the experimental set up in Figure 30. For technical reasons the nozzle inflow 
diameter was chosen to be do= I OOµm and the diameter of the orifice between both 
chambers of the cell was dorFl.5cm. This resulted in a pressure in the first chamber P1 
of 49mtorr and a pressure in the second chamber p2 of 37mtorr. The supplied stream 
of dry nitrogen was seeded with an amount of 1 OOppm of N02. This is rather high but 
necessary to achieve any visual results on the screen of the oscilloscope. The supplied 
high voltage to the photomultiplier was 22kV. The final waveform averaged over 200 
accumulated waveforms. Figure 41 shows the background and the gross signal 
accumulated for the conditions mentioned above. Subtracting the background signal 
from the gross signal leads to the net signal which can be seen in Figure 42. 
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Figure 41. Background and gross signal for d0=IOOµm. d0 n=l.5cm. p1=49mtorr and p~=37mtorr. 
The supplied voltage to the PMT was 22kY. Final signal averaged over 200 accumulated 
waveforms. The provided concentration of NOc was I OOppm. The average laser power 
was l l 9m W for both, the background and the gross signal measurement. 
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Both figures show that after the laser fires and triggers the oscilloscope, it 
takes the PMT about 5 µs to start detecting any incoming signal at all. Since even 
scattered photons would have passed by this time, this behavior is due to saturation 
effects of the PMT caused by the scattered photons originating from the laser beam. 
After this incoming saturation peak, both signals -the background and the gross 
signal- start building up with time. But Figure 41 also shows that even after the 
saturation peak, this behavior is due to a rising background. The second peak, which 
occurs around 1 Oµs might be due to some ringing or electronical pick up which 
extends until about l 7µs. The rising and falling part of the fluorescence signal can be 
seen in Figure 42. According to Figure 42 the fluorescence decay curve also 
undergoes a maximum at around 20~ts. 
In order to determine whether or not the observed net signal is caused by 
fluorescence decay of excited N02 molecules, the declining part has to be observed in 
more detail. Figure 43 gives the smoothed declining part of the signal. According to 
the fluorescence characteristics, this curve should follow an exponential decay that is 
characterized by the effective fluorescence lifetime for the pressure combination 
employed. 
I t ] I= Io expl--
r eff 
(58) 
where I is the fluorescence intensity and 10 the initial fluorescence intensity. 
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Analyzing the data shown in Figure 44 by linear regression should yield to the 
reciprocal value of the effective fluorescence lifetime for this particular set up. 
Analyzation results are listed in Table 7. 
Table 7. Regression results. 
reciprocal effective lifetime 'terr-1=42657s-1 
correlation coefficient r=0.966 
This would give an effective fluorescence lifetime of TefF(23±4)µs. Effective 
lifetimes based on the measured pressure in the first and the second chamber, r 1 and 
't2, are (12±l)µs and (15±l)~ts, respectively. Due to the different pressures in both 
chambers, the fluorescence decay should be a combination of the decay curves at 
different pressures and therefore the effective fluorescence lifetime should be in 
between the calculated lifetimes. 
The calculated effective lifetimes are based on a value for the quenching rate 
constant kq for N02 quenching in nitrogen that was taken from the literature [George 
et al., 1991]. Different, excited states of molecules are quenched with different rate 
· constants. The sum over all quenching rate constants gives the effective quenching 
rate constant. Since the fluorescence spectra of N02 is pressure dependent, excited 
states might be differently populated and contribute differently to the effective 
quenching rate constant at different pressures. In addition, the effective quenching 
rate constant is a function of excitation wavelength. The value for the quenching rate 
constant of N02 in nitrogen that was taken from [George et al., 1991], was 
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determined at much higher pressures and at other wavelengths than employed in this 
particular set up. This might explain the longer measured than calculated effective 
fluorescence lifetime. Therefore, the observed signal can be assigned to fluorescence 
decay of excited N02 molecules. 
In order to determine whether or not the observed signal originates from 
molecules that fluoresce in the first chamber or from molecules which fluoresce while 
passing the orifice to or already within the second chamber, the rising part of the 
signal has to be discussed in detail. Calculation of the residence time of excited N02 
molecules in the first chamber, based on data for this particular set-up, results in a 
value of (97±22)µs. This indicates that even the fastest molecules would not 
contribute to the signal by fluorescing in the second chamber. This conclusion would 
further be supported by evaluating the maximum velocities obtained in the flow 
modeling section for this particular set up according to Figure 32. Proceeding with 
the facts, the observed fluorescence signal might be partially due to decay of excited 
N02 molecules in the first chamber. Fluorescence photons get then directly or by 
reflection off the cell walls through the orifice between the two chambers into the 
second chamber. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
The question that still has to be answered is, whether or not a detection device 
based on a Two-Chamber-NOrFluorescence-Cell-Principle could be built. Following 
the theoretical considerations in Chapter II, such a detection device could be created 
and would work with very high sensitivity, as long as the approximations made hold 
true in the practical case. The experimental section in Chapter III showed that 
regardless of the validity of most of the approximations made, the performance of the 
test cell did not quite satisfy the predictions made. An explanation can be found by 
taking a closer look at the flow regime in the test cell. All predictions and calculations 
on a possible fluorescence signal of the test cell were based on the assumption that 
most of the excited N02 molecules would be able to get into the detection chamber 
and fluoresce there. The detected fluorescence would then result in a fluorescence 
signal 0of10 photons per second and ppb ofN02 for the used setup. 
From the measurements on the test cell, it was concluded that the detected 
fluorescence signal was due to decay of excited N02 molecules that happened in the 
first chamber. The fluorescence signal for I OOppm N02 was observed from around 
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l 7µs to about 90µs, and then is indistinguishable from the background. A calculated 
residence time of around 9hts for the first chamber, based on the assumption of plug 
flow, indicates that no proof could be produced regarding a contribution to the 
fluorescence signal originating from excited N02 molecules decaying in the second 
chamber due to the high background signal. In addition, the real residence time of 
excited N02 molecules might be even longer than that, since the flow regime in the 
first chamber seems to be rather an intermediate case between plug flow and 
exponential dilution. This would lead to a further lengthening of the residence time in 
the first chamber. Considerations of the course of the modeled maximum velocity 
from the inflow nozzle to the Mach disk, Figure 45, and from the Mach disk to the 
orifice between both chambers, Figure 46, would also support the statement that the 
observed fluorescence signal in the test cell is mainly due to fluorescence decay that 
happens within the first chamber of the cell. 
Nevertheless, even considering the fact that most of the observed fluorescence 
signal is due to decay of excited N02 molecules in the first chamber, the test cell is 
already an improvement to other measuring procedures due to its temporal and spatial 
separation of excitation and detection chamber. This results in a reduction of 
saturation effects of the detection device caused by scattered laser photons. 
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From the results in Chapters II and III, another cell design can be suggested, 
that would ensure that the excited molecules get from the detection chamber into the 
excitation chamber and emit most of their fluorescence there. Figure 4 7 proposes a 
possible cell design. 
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Figure 47. Proposed cell design of a Two-Chamber-NO"-Fluorescence-Cell. Excitation occurs 
behind the location of the Mach disk. 
The cell in Figure 47 should be characterized by a large inflow which can be 
provided by a large diameter of the inflow nozzle, by a small flow volume in the first 
chamber, V flow, and by a large detection chamber volume, V 2. V flow should be very 
small to ensure short residence times in the first chamber. Since the volume of 
chamber one, Vi, does not have any effect on the flow regime in the cell, it should be 
rather large compared to V flow, in order to reduce the probability that scattered laser 
photons could get into the detection chamber by reflecting off the walls in the first 
chamber through the orifice between both chambers. Those conditions can be 
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provided by using a nozzle holder that can be varied in its location in the excitation 
chamber. Problems would occur by providing the optimal pressure combination for 
the cell. It has to be made sure that the orifice between both cells and also the outflow 
orifice are not choked. A choked orifice between the chambers would result in a 
second Mach disk in the detection chamber and a choked outflow orifice would 
prevent pressure variations in the same chamber. Choking of the orifice between the 
chambers could be prevented by introducing the method of differential pumping in the 
first chamber, if necessary. This would lower the pressure in the first chamber, but 
also changes the location and the diameter of the Mach disk. 
Figure 47 also indicates. that the location of the Mach disk should be close to 
the orifice between both chambers, in case the excitation occurs behind the Mach 
disk. This certainly assures a low residence time in the first chamber, but also might 
be of a certain disadvantage due to the possibility that more laser photons would get 
directly into the detection chamber the closer the excitation occurs to the orifice 
between both chambers, regardless of the large volume of the first chamber. This has 
to be further investigated experimentally, as well as the effect which the diameter of 
the orifice between both chambers has with respect to the amount of scattered 
photons detectable by the detection device. 
If it should be decided to excite the incoming N02 molecules already before 
passing the Mach disk and take advantage of low densities and low quenching rates, 
as well as low rotational temperatures, Figure 48 suggests a possible cell design. The 
only difference here to the cell design proposed earlier is a different pressure 
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combination in the cell, in order to provide pressure ratios of ambient pressure to 
pressure in the first cell, which would allow the Mach disk to form at the end of the 
second chamber. 
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Figure 48. Proposed cell design of a Two-Chamber-N02-Fluoresccncc-Cell. Excitation occurs 
before the location of the Mach disk. 
This could be achieved by differential pumping in the first chamber. Other 
ways to avoid the formation of a Mach disk are the usage of the orifice between both 
chambers as a skimmer or to ensure a jet expansion in the molecular flow region. An 
advantage would be that the location of the excitation by the laser beam is not limited 
to locations close to the orifice between both chambers. Due to high velocities in the 
expanding jet (see Figure 46) short residence times in the first chamber are assured 
for all excitation locations. How much the excitation before the Mach disk proves to 
be superior over excitation behind the Mach disk, or vice versa, has to be investigated 
experimentally. 
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